Abstract: New stage of global industry is coming with the new requirements to the IACS (Industry Automation Control System), e.g. flexible manufacturing, small batch and customized production.
Introduction
With the manufacturing industry marching towards 4.0, flexible manufacture, small batch manufacture and customized manufacture for pipelined manufacturing are put forward, which means higher requirements for the IACS (Industrial Automation Control System). Most of the existing methods [1] [2] [3] are for computing subsystem, such as AADL and SysML, but seldom focus on the mechanical and electrical subsystem domain, especially the model describing the behavior in a domain-specific way. CAD applied in the mechanical and electrical subsystem field also offers a dynamics simulation environment, but it only focuses on the simulation and analysis of any specific physical parameters, rather than the abstract description about the relationship of the physical effect implemented by the behaviors to the materials, which is too difficult for designers.
The MPSG [4] [5], MFSM [6] and P-SOP [7] with related works on SOP in [8] [9] , illustrating the description of structure and behavior in the mechanical and electrical subsystem domain, which are based on the FSM, did not introduce the concept of physical effects rules or principles between the parts and the materials, namely the basic rules for domain experts to describe the cooperative transmission and processing behaviors of/to materials in the modules, which guarantees the materials can be completely and safety produced. In the absence of introduction of the concept, domain experts have to repeatedly be working on the same description or design, or the complement are done by the domain experts of the computing subsystem for lazy implementation, as a result that a large number of repeated similar modules of codes are scattered in different modules. In all, it lacks either the domain model description, or the calculation model mapping. Pipelined manufacturing machine refers to the manufacturing machinery equipment that combines a series of processing technology with pipeline transmission device on the materials input. Based on the 3rd International Conference on Material, Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering (IC3ME 2015) observation and study of such machines, this paper addresses a formalized modeling method based on the physical effect relations between the material and machine, which introduces the domain specific rules of physical effect and safety manufacturing, and becomes the formalism foundation of the description of module actions and the algorithm of device driving and operation validation.
Formalized representation of physical-effect-considered model

A) Material
M, the collection of materials in the scope of physical effect from machine. In this paper, the material is limited to the one of discrete and rigidity, which occupy a fixed and confirmed space during effect. B) Parts carttc C{CC} =∪The parts make the physical effect to the material directly, where, car C is for the set of parts of carrier type for transfer; ttc C is for the set of parts of tentacle type for process. 
Conclusions
According to the research and formalism above, the conclusions to the contribution in this paper are given. Firstly, the module division based on geographical space and the flow of material, which is more proper for domain experts to describe their design of control policy and mechanism, is available since the physical effect between the material and machine part is considered and formalized. Secondly, the formalized operation to the material is the essential interface of device driver programming for software engineers, which is effectively taking the part of programming to the behavior cooperation of machine apart from device driver implementation. Finally, both verification and device driving are available in the same architecture of the core algorithm. 
